Online Therapy, Coaches Help Ease Eating Disorders
U.S. News | 8/31/20
A new treatment that combines “digitally guided therapy with coaching assistance” has shown positive results in college students. Faculty Scholar Dr. Ellen Fitzsimmons-Craft comments.

What Happens If China Gets the Covid-19 Vaccine First?
Politico | 8/31/20
Dr. Michael Kinch discusses Operation Warp Speed and China’s “more balanced” coronavirus vaccine portfolio.

Covid-19 Has Disproportionately Impacted Those Living With Developmental Disabilities
CNN Health | 8/28/20
Dr. John Constantino discusses the ways in which the coronavirus pandemic has limited access to support systems for people living with developmental disabilities.

Black Children Typically Experience A 3-Year Delay In Autism Diagnosis
Huffpost | 8/27/20
Dr. John Constantino speaks on the 3 year delay that black children with Autism typically experience before receiving a diagnosis, calling it a “public health emergency”.

I Don’t Know If My Relationship Will Survive the Pandemic
New York Times | 8/26/20
As couples contend with the stresses of a pandemic, many face the possibility of separation. Dr. Cynthia Rogers mentions that parents having to make decisions about their children and their schooling add to the pressure.

The College Experience Myth Is Unrealistic, Puts Pressure on Students
Teen Vogue | 8/24/20
Dr. Jessi Gold comments on how the pressure to have the glorified college experience, academically and socially, is a main factor in some students’ desperation to return to campus amidst COVID-19 concerns.

Pandemic Parenting Turned Me Into a Bad Mom
Good Housekeeping | 8/24/20
Do you feel like the pandemic has turned you into the worst version of your mom-self? If so, you
aren’t alone. Faculty scholar Dr. Cynthia Rogers remarks on why this has been many parents’ experience.

Black Children With Autism Experience Delays In Diagnosis, Wash U Study Says
KSDK 5 | 8/24/20
Autism diagnoses for black children have been found to take place many months after parents’ initial concern about their child’s development. John N. Constantino, M.D explains his team’s findings and the consequences.

For Black Children With Autism, Diagnosis Occurs at About Age 5
Drugs.com | 8/24/20
Autism diagnoses for black children have been found to take place many months after parents’ initial concern about their child’s development. John N. Constantino, M.D explains his team’s findings and the consequences.

Trump Keeps Promoting a Drug Order That No One Has Seen
New York Times | 8/24/20
As Trump continues to promote and tweet about a drug order that hasn’t happened yet, Rachel Sachs sheds light on the situation and expresses frustration.

Zoonotic Diseases 101: How Viruses Jump From Animals to Humans
Mental Floss | 8/21/20
In light of COVID-19’s suspected animal origin, Dr. Jennifer A. Philips comments on how the interconnectionedness of today’s world affects the worldwide impact of zoonotic diseases.

China’s Vaccine Front-Runner Aims to Beat COVID the Old-Fashioned Way
Bloomberg Businessweek | 8/23/20
Faculty scholar Michael Kinch gives his opinion on taking the simple approach when it comes to creating a vaccine.

A Closer Look At Joe Biden’s Attack On Donald Trump’s Jobs Record
Politifact | 8/21/20
Steven Fazzari, a faculty scholar, assesses Joe Biden’s statement on Trump’s jobs record for Politifact.

Insurers’ Offers To Cover COVID-19 Treatment Are Expiring
Marketplace | 8/21/20
Faculty Scholar Rachel Sachs comments on future of insurance coverage for COVID-19 treatment in this Marketplace segment.

Will Shame Make Students Stop Socializing?
Inside Higher Education | 8/21/20
As some college students on campuses choose to disregard suggested safety protocols and hold large gatherings, experts, including faculty scholar Jessi Gold, advise that shaming students for socializing isn’t wise.
Pregnant in a pandemic? Dr. Mati Hlatshwayo Davis discusses pregnancy, childbirth, and bringing up a baby during the coronavirus pandemic on this episode of Science Friday.

Faculty scholar Jason Burnham is mentioned among the WashU researchers who researched “superbugs” and the resulting annual American death toll.

With the safety of reopening colleges under question, Center for Dissemination & Implementation Director Elvin Geng comments on how congregate settings contribute to the epidemic.

Rachel Sachs, a faculty scholar who studies drug regulation, weighs in on Trump’s suggestion that the FDA held back on authorizing plasma therapy for COVID-19 for political reasons.

Infectious Disease Physician Dr. Mati Hlatshwayo Davis discusses the importance of an “all hands on deck” approach to COVID-19 testing.

As Mayor Lyda Krewson calls for bars to close earlier, Dr. Jason Newland comments that this is a necessary effort for everyone to band together, especially for schoolchildren’s sake.

Faculty Scholar, Henry Roediger III, PhD, discusses collective memory and the ways in which we might experience it in a post-coronavirus future.

Linguist Dr. John Baugh comments on the ways that we identify people of color and how the term “BIPOC” relates to this process.

Health Experts Warn About Perils of New Virus Data Collection System

The 1918 Flu Faded in Our Collective Memory: We Might ‘Forget’ the Coronavirus, Too

What Does BIPOC Mean?

Health Experts Warn About Perils of New Virus Data Collection System

The New York Times | 8/12/20
After the Trump Administration launched its new coronavirus database, health experts, including Dr. Hilary Babcock, penned a letter rebuking the orders.

**Two Washington U. Doctors Lead National Effort to Study New COVID-19 Treatment**
St. Louis Post Dispatch | 8/12/20

Faculty Scholar Dr. Brenda Grossman is a co-leader of the National COVID-19 Convalescent Plasma Project. Earlier this month they completed a study on the effect that donor plasma with a high concentration of antibodies has on the likelihood of survival.

**Coronavirus Pandemic: Putin Claims Russia Has Developed First COVID Vaccine**
CNN | 8/11/20

Dr. Michael Kinch appeared on CNN to discuss Russia’s claims of a coronavirus vaccine, touching on the unknowns and suspected downfalls.

**Katie Hill on Past Relationships, Sharing Her Suicidal Thoughts, and How She’s Healing**
InStyle | 8/11/20

Dr. Jessi Gold pens this article on Democrat Katie Hill’s experiences with difficult past relationships, suicidal thoughts, and healing.

**Hochman: Cardinals’ Kwang Hyun Kim waits for first MLB start while Korean baseball thrives**
St. Louis Post-Dispatch | 8/11/20

Dr. Jason Newland comments on MLB and COVID-19.

**Anxiety From The Covid-19 Pandemic Could Be Making Eating Disorders Worse**
Forbes | 8/10/20

Dr. Jessica Gold gives an in-depth look into how the COVID-19 pandemic could be worsening various eating disorders.

**It Is Safe For College Students To Return To Campus If Precautions Are Taken, Doctor Says**
KMOV 4 | 8/10/20

Need guidance on the decision to return to campus or not? Dr. Steven Lawrence says that, if COVID-19 precautions are followed correctly on and off-campus, it can be safe.

**Trump Vaccine Official: 'I Would Resign Instantly' If Pressured Politically**
The Hill | 8/07/20

Health policy expert Rachel Sachs comments on statements from the FDA and Trump’s chief “Operation Warp Speed” scientist that are meant to reassure the public that COVID-19 vaccine approval will depend upon the facts, not politics.

**A Reckoning Has Emerged On American English, Rife With Words And Phrases With Racist Origins Or Connotations**
Boston Globe | 8/06/20
As we reevaluate American English by identifying the ways some words/phrases can carry on racist sentiments, linguist John Baugh, PhD, MA, describes how this process is nothing new.

**Did Rural Voters Nearly Sink Missouri Medicaid Expansion Or Boost It To Victory?**
KCUR | 8/06/20
Center for Health Economics and Policy Co-director Dr. Karen Joynt-Maddox contributes to the conversation on rural MO voters’ support or opposition of Medicaid expansion.

**With String Of Attacks On Doctors And Experts, Trump Takes Aim At Science: ANALYSIS**
ABC News | 8/06/20
Alfred Kim, MD, PhD, discusses the implications of Pres. Trump's decision to push "Operation Warp Speed", the sentiments of which are at odds with the facts.

**Covid-19 And Job Losses Putting People's Health Insurance At Risk In The US, According To Leading Macroeconomic Influencers**
Pharmaceutical Technology | 8/06/20
As the COVID-19 pandemic fuels mass unemployment, Center for Health Economics and Policy Co-director Dr. Tim McBride says more than 26.8 million people in the US are at risk of losing their employee health insurance.

**Missouri Voters Approve Medicaid Expansion Despite Resistance From Republican Leaders**
NPR | 8/05/20
After Medicaid expansion passed, the Center for Health Economics and Policy’s Medicaid expansion report was cited in this article for predicting “around 230,000 people in Missouri would enroll for Medicaid if it were expanded.”

**Pharma CEOs Privately Scoff At Trump’s Drug Pricing Orders: “Not Expecting Any Impact”**
Salon | 8/05/20
Faculty Scholar Rachel Sachs comments on Trump’s new drug pricing orders and pharma CEOs’ opinion of it.

**Covid-19 Vaccine May Not Be Silver Bullet: Experts**
Code Blue | 8/05/20
Dr. Michael Kinch explains that the road to a comprehensive COVID-19 vaccine will not be straightforward, predicting the first vaccines will be mediocre.

**A Coronavirus Vaccine Won’t Change The World Right Away**
The Washington Post | 8/02/20
Faculty Scholar Michael Kinch, PhD predicts the first generation of COVID-19 drugs could resemble the mediocre first generation of HIV/AIDS drugs.

**Video Shows Large Crowd, Few Masks At Pike County Fair Concert**
KSDK 5 | 8/02/20
Dr. Steven Lawrence comments that moving concerts outdoors is not enough to counteract the likelihood of COVID-19 spreading.